Suggestions for the New Gym.

The prospect of a new gymnasium for Tech. has led several Tech. men to suggest two improvements which might well be considered in equipping the building. These are copied from the Brown University Gymnasium.

Near the main entrance are a series of bulletins, with the names of the various athletic events inscribed at the top. Below is recorded the successive holders of the records in each event, together with their records in the B. U. A. A. These bulletins are at once seen by all visitors, and are a great incentive to the men. On the second floor in the round tower is a large comfortable room, fitted with a fireplace, devoted to the musical clubs, which contains a piano, music cabinet, photographs of the clubs, etc. While the new gymnasium should, if possible, incorporate both of these suggestions, it would be an easy matter to establish the system of bulletins in our present athletic quarters.

A Bust of General Walker.

The City of Boston now comes forward to do honor to the memory of our late beloved president and our ideal man—General Walker. The city has commissioned Mr. Richard E. Brooks to make a memorial of General Walker in bronze. It is to consist of a portrait bust, with a curved bronze background. The memorial is to be placed in the Public Library, set into the granite wall of the arcade of the inner court.

Members of the Class of 1900 will be pained to hear of the death of Mr. R. E. Oppenheim, who left the Institute last February to go into business in New York. Mr. Oppenheim contracted pneumonia and died last Saturday after an illness of only a week.

C. E. DAVIS & CO.'S,
2 PARK SQUARE,
BIG REDUCTION
...ON...

Oculists' Prescriptions.

CALL OR MAIL YOUR FORMULA.

Rimless 14K Gold Specs, with Astigmatic Lenses, $4.00 complete.
Rimless 10 K Gold Specs, with Astigmatic Lenses, $3.00 complete.
Rimless Superior Style Gold Eye Glasses, Astigmatic Lenses, $5.00 complete.

ANY PRESCRIPTION FILLED, simple or complicated. In Best Nickel, $1.00; Gold, $3.00.
THE PAT. DAVIS CLIP: $0.25. Per Pair.
DAVIS REFORM ARTIFICIAL EYES $4.00.

FACTORY ON PREMISES.

B. T.

TEACHERS WANTED.

Union Teachers' Agencies of America.

Rev. I. D. BASS, D. D., ... Manager.

Pittsburg, Toronto, New Orleans, New York, Washington, San Francisco, Chicago, St. Louis and Denver. There are thousands of positions to be filled. We had over 5,000 vacancies during the past season. Teachers needed now to contract for next year. Unqualified facilities for placing teachers in every part of the U. S. and Canada. Principals, Superintendents, Assistants, Grade Teachers, Public, Private, Art, Music, etc., wanted. Enclose stamp. Address all applications to Washington, D. C., or Pittsburg, Pa.